
02

Mobile Network Operators
Internet Service Providers
Satellite Communications
Network Hardware Manufacturers
Telecom Service Providers

INDUSTRY

03

AI in network optimization
5G technology deployment
IoT connectivity solutions
Enhanced cybersecurity with AI
Cloud computing services
Big data analytics
AI-driven customer service
Virtual and augmented reality services
Edge computing advancements
Sustainable telecom practices

STRATEGIC TRENDS
04

Network efficiency
Customer service improvement
Data-driven decision making
Competitive market advantage
Technological innovation

WHY CHANGE?

01

Network optimization and management
Personalized customer experiences
Predictive maintenance
Fraud detection and prevention
Enhancing data security

WHY AI?

07

Automated network configuration and management
AI for personalized customer experiences
Predictive analytics in network maintenance
AI in detecting and preventing cyber threats
Enhanced call routing and management
AI for optimized data routing
Machine learning in spectrum management
AI-driven billing and subscription management
AI in content delivery network optimization
Chatbots and virtual assistants for support

AI DISRUPTION

09

Advanced AI and data analytics capabilities
High-speed, reliable network infrastructure
Skilled workforce in AI and telecommunications
Collaborations between telecom and tech companies
Regulatory support for AI and telecom innovation

ECOSYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

06

AI for real-time network optimization
Machine learning in fraud detection
Predictive maintenance using AI
AI in customer service chatbots
Big data analytics for customer insights
AI-driven security protocols
AI in traffic and capacity management
Cloud-based telecom services
AI for network quality analysis
IoT device management with AI

ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES
05

AT&T (Network AI applications)
Verizon (5G and IoT solutions)
Huawei (Telecom equipment and AI)
Telefonica (AI-driven network management)
T-Mobile (Innovative customer services)

LEADING COMPANIES

08

AI network management by Nokia
Verizon’s AI in customer experience
AT&T’s AI-driven network optimization
Huawei’s AI in 5G technology
AI-based fraud detection by Vodafone
Sprint’s AI for network performance
Ericsson’s AI in network services
AI for customer insights by T-Mobile
Deutsche Telekom’s AI cybersecurity measures
Comcast’s AI-powered service recommendations

GREAT EXAMPLES OF AI

10

Privacy concerns with AI data handling
AI biases affecting service quality
Dependence on AI systems for critical operations
Cybersecurity vulnerabilities in AI applications
Ethical considerations in AI usage
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12

Balancing AI-driven automation with workforce impact?
Ensuring customer privacy in AI-driven services?
Managing AI reliability in critical telecom operations?

DILEMMAS

13

Strategic commitment to AI integration
Investment in AI technologies and training
Strong cybersecurity frameworks
Continuous innovation in AI and telecom
Collaboration across the telecom ecosystem

ORG. REQUIREMENTS 14

Identify AI use cases in telecom
Invest in AI technology and infrastructure
Train staff in AI and telecom technologies
Implement AI solutions gradually
Regular assessment and adaptation of AI systems

STEP BY STEP AI

11

AI-driven network manipulation
Unauthorized access to AI-managed data
AI biases in customer service
Misuse of AI in pricing strategies
AI-enabled cybersecurity breaches

MISUSE

15

Prioritize customer-centric AI solutions
Focus on data security in AI applications
Foster continuous learning and innovation
Adapt AI tools to specific telecom needs
Maintain transparency in AI operations

BEST PRACTICES

17

Digital twins of network infrastructure
Virtual models of telecom operations
AI simulations for network planning
Digital replicas of service delivery systems
Virtual customer interaction environments

DIGITAL TWINS

19

AI telecom network specialists
Data privacy and security analysts
Customer experience managers with AI expertise
AI system maintenance technicians
Telecom AI strategy consultants

FUTURE JOBS

16

Neural networks for network optimization
Machine learning in fraud detection
AI algorithms for customer segmentation
Predictive analytics for network maintenance
AI models for traffic management

AI MODELS

18

United States (Innovative telecom technologies)
China (Rapid 5G deployment)
South Korea (Advanced mobile networks)
Japan (Telecom technology research)
Sweden (Leaders in telecom innovation)

GLOBAL LEADERS

20

AI in next-generation 6G networks
AI-driven personalized telecom services
Advanced AI in cyber threat detection
AI for sustainable telecom operations
AI integration in IoT and smart cities

THE FUTURE OF AI

21

"AI Superpowers": AI's global impact (Lee).
"Life 3.0": AI and human existence (Tegmark).
"The Fourth Industrial Revolution": (Schwab).
"The Big Nine": Tech's future influence (Webb).
"Telecommunications Handbook": Data comms guide (Horak).

RECOMMENDED READING

23

Telecoms.com: News and analysis for the telecom industry.
Fierce Telecom: Telecom industry news.
Light Reading: Network communications industry news.
GSMA: Represents the interests of mobile operators worldwide.
Telecommunications Industry Association (TIA): Standards.

ONLINE RESOURCES

22

"How AI can bring on a second Industrial Revolution" (Kelly)
"The future we're building — and boring" (Musk)
"What's next in 5G for our world?" (Dhir)
"Wireless technology changes work and play" (Nandakumar)
"How AI can save our humanity" (Lee)

TED TALKS

24

Engage with AI technology.
Identify opportunities for AI application.
Invest in AI education and training.
Please contact us at hello@nextpaper.me for further
exploration or inspiration through a talk, workshop or
case study. We'd love to help!
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